Creative Teaching Tips
Go on an Easter Egg hunt in the outdoors!

Create an Easter card. Start by drawing an
egg and cutting out on one side. Then on
the other side stick double-sided tape (or
you could spread glue) on the whole page.
Go and find some lovely natural items to
stick onto the card, then stick edges
together, for a natural egg effect!

Goldilocks and the three bears
Bring an element of STEM learning to the
outdoors by asking the children to build a new
bed for the bears out of the natural materials
you can find in your outdoor space!
Here we've created a bed frame & slats from
sticks. Then a duvet and blanket from some soft
fern leaves. It would be so interesting to see the
different ways children try to solve this problem.
Putting children into groups for this activity will
bring about lots of opportunity to develop social
& communication skills too!
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We created this dream catcher to link with the story of
the BFG.
Cut a ring out of cardboard
Use a pencil to poke holes in the ring, you can use
blu tac behind to push the pencil into
Use coloured twine to loop through the holes to
create a pattern (great for fine motor skills)
Create holes for the top loop and bottom string
Go on a scavanger hunt for natural items, lots of
plant ID here too!
Attach your natural objects either by using knots to
tie them in
These lovely seed packet hearts are easy to make and
make the perfect gift for children to give to someone
special at home.
Cut out two tissue paper hearts, then place a few
flowers seeds inside, put a thin line of glue around the
edge and stick them together, with a string looping out
from the top. And voila!
They can then be buried at home ready for growing in
the springtime, or even potted if there is no outdoor
space available.

Pine cone feeder (alternatively use wooden lollipop
sticks)
Attract the birds (and some cheeky squirrels) to your
school outdoor space with this simple activity idea!
How to do it:
Take a pine cone and tie some string to it
Smoother the outside of the pine cone in peanut
butter (our you could use lard)
Roll in bird seed
Hang up in your outdoor area and regularly refill to
keep the birds coming back!
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Rather than decorating a card with lots of craft pieces,
why not do something a bit different this year?
You could use a collection of natural loose parts to
create beautiful pieces of transient art just like this one!
Photograph them, print them and stick them onto the
front of your Easter cards.
A beautiful way to show affections using natural items.

Natural Paintbrushes
This can be done outdoors on the floor or indoors on
paper for a lasting piece of artwork.
Simply mix some water, food colouring and a little
dish soap or use messy mud and other natural
ingredients such as fruits or spices to create the
colour.
Then send the children on a hunt for the bristles of
their paintbrush, it could be a flower, some grass, or
even something stiffer like bark. Tie it to a stick and
there you have it, a paintbrush and paint to play
with all day!
The Link Game >> a brilliant activity for developing
children’s awareness of patterns and developing
observation skills!
Give the children a number e.g. 4 and ask them to
collect 4 unique items in your outdoor area. Then ask
them to decide what links them together. For example,
here the grass flower is tickly to touch like the feather,
the feather is white like the cow parsley, the cow
parsley has a stem like the leaf!
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Frozen Nature - use this idea in 5 different ways:
1) English - Freeze items that relate to your current focus
story, children then search your outdoor space for the
frozen blocks and try to link their frozen item to the others
found. Great for discussion and understanding new
stories!
2) Science - Nature investigation! Freeze plants that can be
found in your outdoor area and a few other common
flowers, once children find them they can begin to identify
them and learn the names of the plants that still thrive in
Winter.
3) Science - Investigate how temperature affects the ice,
allow children to observe and record how long it takes the
ice to melt into water. Does it matter if the frozen items are
different sizes? What about if the items are made from
different materials? They could complete this process
several times and record their findings.
4) Art - Let children design, using natural materials, a sun
catcher. Once they have gathered their materials they can
then place them in water, and once frozen, hang them in a
sunny spot to see the light shine through them. Can they
spot anything unusual in the ice when the light shines
through?
5) Maths - Practise subitising with a frozen twist! Freeze
some of your maths counters, beads or even natural
materials (if they are small enough) and ask the children to
see if they can tell you how many are frozen. This could be a
group activity and then the children can count and check
after.
All that's needed is some small containers, string, things to
freeze and of course...a freezer!
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Using stones effectively!
Drawing symbols on stones makes them so versatile in a
range of activities! If you draw symbols instead of
pictures they can really be used for so many different
things:
Use them for story telling, children can create their
own story using the stones and their fantastic
imagination.
Use them for music sessions outdoors - give each
symbol an action and then the children perform the
stones they have set out. E.g. star is a clap, 3 dots is 3
jumps etc.
Use them for pattern building and sequencing,
making sure to have the same symbol on more than
one stone.
Turn them upside down, have matching pairs of
stones and use them as a memory game for children.
This can then be done indoors and outside!

Trace the veins in leaves using a chalk pen!
Brilliant if you’re looking for a fine motor activity that
holds focus, an excellent opportunity to investigate
symmetry or simply declare it art!
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This activity only requires some sticks and string/masking
tape...or natural equivalent if you're feeling adventurous!
Build a frame of any shape and size and take some great
outdoor shoots, then use your frame and natural
materials to represent something in the outdoors.
This activity is great as it can be used from Early Years up
to Year 6 and so many opportunities for cross-curricular
learning....Art, Maths, Science, English... the possibilities
are endless!!

Unleash creativity and create some outdoor music!
All you need are some sticks, wood pieces (or literally
anything else to tap against outside) and a good ear for
rhythm!
Such a simple activity to link to your music curriculum to
nature!
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